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Please bid will be sure to peruse the store information.

 

Product Details

Meiji era Furugyo baked color picture landscape Mon Fuji type bottle with a

box?  

 

● Thank you very much for seeing it.  

 

This exhibition is? Meiji era Furugyo baked color picture landscape Mon Fuj

i type bottle with a box.  

 

Pain due to contamination or aging of Nari era, New, repair gold, intrusive a

nd time, dullness, Hotsu, rust or discoloration of a bruise-fitting portion of t

he handle portion, repair due to damage tape in a box, because there is suc

h as the repair of the tie Please confirm by a picture.  

 

Please Oosame all means at hand to this opportunity.  

 

[Size]  

Height: about 12.1cm, diameter: about 5.2cm, Width: about 16.1cm 

 

Payment details

- Mizuho Bank  

, Japan Post Bank  

, Yahoo! settlement of accounts 

Shipping Details

- Yu-pack 80 size  

 

※ Indeed excuse me, we do not support us in the delivery by mail outside

the fixed form in the current me.  

 

● Please refer to the following price list. 

 

(This fee after the fare change of March 1, 2018)

Yu-pack charge  

(dispatch / 80 size from Hyogo) 

1,010 yen Hyogo

1,080 yen

Kochi, Ehime, Kagawa, Tokushima Yamaguchi, Hiroshima, Okaya

ma, Shimane, Tottori, Wakayama, Nara, Osaka, Kyoto, Shiga, Mie,

Aichi, Shizuoka, Gifu, Fukui, Ishikawa, Toyama

1,180 yen

Kagoshima Miyazaki Oita, Kumamoto Nagasaki Saga, Fukuoka Na

gano, Niigata, Yamanashi, Kanagawa, Tokyo, Chiba, Saitama, Gun

ma, Tochigi, Ibaraki

1,290 yen Fukushima, Yamagata, Akita, Miyagi, Iwate, Aomori

1,600 yen Okinawa

1,720 yen Hokkaido
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We are keeping in mind the next day dispatch after a payment check.  

Dispatch by packing situation it may become after two days later.  

 

※ After a successful bid, in a bid to this store other products, or custome

rs in your consideration is the demand column, thank you as you please co

ntact us in advance in connection bulletin board or the like.  

We will reserve if it is within one week.  

On top of the successful bid for two or more commodities, to customers w

ho wish a delivery by ship, after the bid is completed, we will guide you thro

ugh the contents of dealings that were determined. 

Flow after a succe

ssful bid

- I will send a [successful bid notification e-mail] from Yahoo! so you can y

ou read so thank you.  

 

※ mail does not reach (free mail and yahoo mail) case,  

take a look at whether or not in the junk e-mail once to confirm.  

But I am very sorry to trouble but are not delivered, but  

you can contact us to us so thank you.  

 

Order input to the form  

※ store exhibition for business navigator is not available.  

URL or in the successful bid notification mail  

"successful bid" from a successful bid commodity information of my auctio

n (auction end screen)  

to access, Please fill the order form.  

 

Uncertain case [successful bidder] after the end of the auction Help pleas

e check.  

One and inexperienced person to order form of beginners in the direct mail

you can allowed to dealings, please feel easy.  

Please feel free to contact us if you have it after a successful bid of your

unknown.  

 

Excuse me, but please note that I do not e-mail earlier from our shop.  

Order form will be happy now When the contact you shortly reach. 

comment

Since the product is antique and used goods, there is such a little dirt and

rubbing.  

The more nervous one should avoid the tender, thank you, as you can only

bid the direction which has an understanding.  

If, please feel free to question when there is a point to be worried about.  

I will sincerely for your answer.  

 

If, within one week it will be a reserve.  

- With regard to bundled possible product will support us.  

The regard to such-split products and heavy  

you ship here, because you ask in advance for your understanding.  

 

Outside business hours of your question, let us know and we will support u

s after the next day.  

 

Shipping is borne in mind so that the payment from the customer as soon
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as can be confirmed, quickly.  

If from the successful bid day not get the one week contact us, we conside

r that there is no intention of dealings  

will be canceled by the highest bidder convenience.  

In that case, the evaluation of [very bad] to your evaluation sticks, but plea

se understand.  

If the evaluation from our shop is not required, from order form customer d

emand column  

we ask that you please described as "unnecessary evaluation".  

Please do not hesitate to contact us if you have other questions thing.  

Because you strive to be allowed to dealings good cordial feelings  

thank you very much to the end. 

 

We have sent a variety of antiques to the other. Please have a look.  

Yahoo! easy settlement is available  

 

 

 

 

The question to an exhibitor

Meiji era Furugyo baked color picture landscape Mon Fuji type bottle with a box? Back to Top of
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See more de

INTERNATIONAL DELIVERY

Seller will ship the item to JAUCE warehouses and JAUCE will ship to the buyer internationally.

INTERNATIONAL DELIVERY FEE ESTIMATION

Destination:

Estimated weight:  gram

Get "Estimated" Rates

-Select a country-

See more de

SERVICE FEE ESTIMATION

Estimated closing price:  JPY

SUBMIT

Japan: 08 May, 12:04 Delivery fee estimator  Service fee estimato
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